CORN DISTILLERS DRIED GRAINS WITHOUT SOLUBLES OR CORN BRAN (HIGH PROTEIN DDG)

-------------------------------
BULK NET WEIGHT SHOWN ON INVOICE
-------------------------------
As Is Basis-Guaranteed Analysis*
-------------------------------
Minimum Crude Protein ........ 38.0%
Minimum Crude Fat............. 4.0%
Maximum Crude Fiber .......... 18.0%
Maximum Sulfur ................. 1.0%
Maximum Moisture ............. 12.0%
-------------------------------
There are no ruminant derived products used in the production of the CDDG or as part of this shipment.
-------------------------------
Manufactured by:
Redfield Energy LLC
38650 171st Street
P.O. Box 111
Redfield, SD 57469

www.redfieldenergy.com

*This product is intended as an ingredient for further manufacturing of animal feed and not to be fed as a sole ration
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